In an optimal processes control, where the considered goals are in general observed as concurrently conflicted, a multi-objective approach fits the best. Commonly used scalarization techniques in multi-objective optimization need a transformation of the individual singleobjective functions involved into a scalar multi-criteria objective function. There are many parameters which can influence the optimization results solutions, including an unreachable utopia point value. In this study, the authors compare the multi-objective problem solutions found via two ways of the individual objectives transformation with the respect to setting the utopia point. The methods are used in the area of production control in a case study for a batch production system. To find the solutions, The Weighted Sum Method with a priori articulated preferences under specific constraints as the scalar multi-objective optimization method is applied in simulation optimization.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, a continual challenge for an automation of the control complex processes is to find more effective methods for prediction and optimization of their vital parameters. Especially, the control of the systems where the goals are typically contradictory necessarily demands a multi-objective optimization approach. The modelling and simulation techniques belong to the helpful tools thanks to their role in processes understanding and design optimization. The discrete-event simulation in a connection to the heuristic multi-objective optimization techniques can be useful in providing a holistic view of the optimization problem, offering thus better and preferable solutions.
Up to now, the possibilities of using the simulation optimization linking with the multiobjective optimization methods in real practice have not been fully investigated. In the production control area, which is the application domain of this study, a review of an application of simulation optimization in the manufacturing system design and operations including the multi-objective optimization is provided by Negahban and Smith [1] . The contribution of Hunter et al. [2] provides the theory, methods and algorithms for the multi-objective simulation optimization (MOSO) while focusing on finding the entire efficient set of solutions for MOSO problem on finite sets, with integer-ordered and continuous decision variables too. Also, Amaran et al. [3] offer a comprehensive overview of methods and applications of simulation optimization. Commonly used scalar multi-objective optimization is of a parametric nature; influence of the parameters' settings on the resulting solutions is still not completely clear.
SCALAR MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Solving a general multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem means a route of a systematic and simultaneous optimization of a set of k individual objective functions [4] . It can be defined in the following form (1):
≥ 0, ℎ ( ) = 0, = 1,2, … , ; ≥ 0 (1) m and r are the number of inequality and equality constraints. The vector x ∈ D, D ⊆ E n is the vector of n design variables under constraints given by xL ≤ x ≤ xU. The set D is the feasible region in the design space. The vector F(x) ∈ E k is the vector of objective functions Fi (x): E n →E 1 in the feasible objective space Z, Z ⊂ E k . If the objectives Fi (x) are contradictory, it does not exist one best solution as a result of the multi-objective optimization. The result is the set of the optimal tradeoffs called Pareto optimum solutions [5] . The Pareto optimum solutions set is defined as a set of such feasible solutions in the objective function space, where there exist no other feasible solutions for each of them that will yield an improvement in one objective without causing degradation in at least one other objective [5] .
Scalarization, Weighted Sum Method and a transformation of individual objective functions
In a simulation model-driven multi-objective optimization, a scalar form of an objective function is frequently used. The scalarization converts the MOO problem into a parameterized single-objective problem. Under appropriate regularity conditions, solving it results in an efficient point. Varying the scalarization parameters and solving each resulting problem creates a set of efficient points and a characterization of the Pareto set in the objective function space [2] . There are a lot types of scalarizing functions, the most preferred is the Weighted Sum Method (WSM). The linear weighted sum creates a scalar single-objective function U with the weighted objectives in the form of their linear combination [4] . In this case, the scalarization parameters are the weights wi for each individual objective Fi defined by the user preferences for a priori use. Regarding to the transformation of the objectives Fi to gain a dimensionless, the U function will be defined as follows (2): 1 1 . , 0 , 1
According to [4] , if we consider a convex Pareto front, a convex design space and a positive weights, minimizing U function generates the Pareto optimal solution. The robust transformation transform i F of all objectives Fi employs transformation the upper-lower-bound normalization approach adapted from [6] . In the case of minimization, the transformation of individual objective Fi in the form (3) 
The following definitions including expressions (4) and (5) explain the meaning of the utopia and nadir points.
The situation is depicted at Figure1. The point * j
x minimizes the j-th objective function.
* j
x is a vertex of the Pareto optimal set in the design space and   * j x F is a vertex of the Pareto optimal set in the objective space. Such a maximum is called the Pareto maximum [6] . It approximates the nadir vector, which has components defined by the upper bounds of the Pareto optimal set in the objective space, but is difficult to determine exactly. Like an alternative, N i F may also be determined using the absolute maximum of ( ). According to Marler [4] , U i F and N i F values are possible to approximate by an engineering intuition. Authors in [7, 8] applied the substitution by the optimal values obtained as the solutions of the single-objective optimization. Both objectives are minimized. Adapted from [9] .
THE OPTIMIZATION EXPERIMENTS METHODOLOGY
The MOO problem chosen for the exploring an influence of the utopia point setting touches the batch production systems control. In the experimental study using an event-driven simulation model of the production system, we have focused on comparing two approaches to the individual objective functions transformation (3) . Both types of experiments with the minimizing the scalar multi-objective function including the transformed individual functions were aimed to observe the influence of setting utopia point to vector of production goals under the control in the objective space.
Transformation of production goals
Applied transformations are characterized by an adaption of the expression (3) to apply the simulation optimization related to the limits of the production system and the best production goals which are unreachable in practice. When taking it into account, the expression (3) takes the form (6):
In our study, the utopia point forms an unreachable solution as four-dimensional vector in the objective space Z. It represented four selected production goals for the studied production system as it is defined in (7): = (flow time, costs per part unit, machines utilization, number of products).
Two applied transformations of individual functions were as follows:
 Transformation 1. The first experiment was based on the scalar objective function contained the expression (6) where was taken as the best result of single-objective optimization and optim i F was substituted by production limits of the system determined by preliminary experiments on simulation model which were the same as constraints in single-objective optimization. This transformation lead to the single solution for specified production limits mentioned above. 100
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The production goals Fi in expression (6) reflecting the system structure and its parameters were monitored by the discrete-event simulation. They entered into the scalar objective function U (2) in the optimization model in studied MOO problem.
The Optimization Model of the Production System
The model production system chosen for the study was a job shop category of batch production which produced two different products P1 and P2. It comprised eight workstations with the automated parallel working machines and three operators. Each of these products was finishing individually at the end of producing. Six vehicles on the tracks delivered processing products among workstations. The model was fully deterministic. We fixed all settings of inner system parameters such as setup times and operation times for all machines within all performance of the optimization experiments. Costs for operators, machine setups and storage were fixed as well. The discrete-event simulation model of the system was created in the simulation software Witness.
A change of the input parameters as the lot size and an arrival time into the system for products P1 and P2 was representing a varying the system loading. A design space existed as a discrete four-dimensional domain, bounded by lower and upper limits for the lot size in the range from 2 to 10 pieces and input arrival time in the range from 5 to 50 minutes, the same for both of products.
This model systemwith added the same constraints but different objective functionserved for all either single or multi-objective optimization experiments. The scalar multiobjective function U was created in sense of expression (2) using two types of transformations (6) consequently. Weight values i w = 0.25 were the same for all transformed individual functions transform i F . All applied constraints can be seen in Table 2 . The scalar multi-objective optimization for both forms of transformation was carrying out within an Advanced mode of module Experimentera software Witness component. The heuristic methods like Thermoadaptive Simulated Annealing and Random Solutions were combining with a brute force algorithm All Combinations to obtain the global minimum of the scalar function U constrained by values shown in Table 2 . One replication for one scenario with run length 1440 minutes and warm-up period 100 minutes was performed.
RESULTS OF OPTIMIZATION EXPERIMENTS
Firstly, preliminary experiments showed the limits of the studied production system. Then the single-objective optimization for all four production goals consequently was performed. It found the best values , resp., for each individual production goal irrespective of three other ones for the purpose of a normalization of the individual production goals entering to the scalar multi-objective function U. The obtained results are demonstrated in Table 3 . 83.895
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Secondly, the results of single-objective optimization were used for transforming the individual functions of production goals Fi regarding expression (6) and a global multiobjective optimization with different type of transformation in scalar objective function U was carrying out.
The effect the utopia point setting (a change in the average flow time, costs per part unit and the number of product component) applying transformation 2 on four production goals is depicted in Figure 2 . The resume of experimental results in the form of the graphical comparison of the effect of applying two different transformations on observed production goals with corresponding design vectors is shown in Figure 3 . 
DISCUSSION ON RESULTS
With respect to transformation 2, Figure 2 indicates that all obtained solutions were little sensitive to changing the coordinate of number of products or flow time in the utopia point for the model production system. On the other hand, the changing the costs per part unit component in the utopia point vector influenced them significantly. We can observe that small values of this coordinate caused the growing values of all production goals.
As can be seen in Figure 3 , the optimization experiment based on the applying the transformation 1 have provided one compromise solution regarding to production goals. The scalar multi-objective optimization with using the transformation 2 (the variation of the utopia point setting) found five different solutions with minimal value of scalar multi-objective function for all optimization experiments. In this case we observed very low sensitivity of the number of products to the applied transformation. On the contrary, the bar graph shows the wide range of flow time change. Additionally, with respect to the design vector values, one can say there exists such utopia point setting through transformation 2 that increases all production goals simultaneously even though it is contra productive if we wish to decrease costs per part unit or to reduce the flow time.
CONCLUSION
An applying weighted-sum method based on parametric modelling in a multi-objective simulation optimization demands the normalization of individual objectives. The parameters setting (such as weights or coordinates of a utopia point) in scalar multi-objective function is not wholly clear so the estimation by an engineering intuition is commonly used. The aim of this study was to find how the setting of a utopia point coordinates influences the optimal solutions of scalar MOO problem in the terms of production goals, and thus also corresponding design of a production system loading.
This investigation pointed out that the applied transformation in scalar multi-objective function using weighted-sum method can influence the MOO problem solutions yielded by simulation optimization. Predominantly, the costs per part unit coordinate demonstrated its effect most strongly. Transformation which takes into account production limits of the system for setting the utopia and nadir points offered one compromise solution for specified limits. Transformation with different setting of utopia point offered more variability, which was mainly due to the variation of costs per part unit coordinate.
